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About This Game
From the art director of Journey® and Flower®, ABZÛ is a beautiful underwater adventure that evokes the dream of diving.
Immerse yourself in a vibrant ocean world full of mystery and bursting with color and life. Perform fluid acrobatics as the Diver
using graceful swimming controls. Discover hundreds of unique species based on real creatures and form a powerful connection
with the abundant sea life. Interact with schools of thousands of fish that procedurally respond to you, each other, and predators.
Linger in epic seascapes and explore aquatic ecosystems modeled with unprecedented detail. Descend into the heart of the
ocean where ancient secrets lie forgotten. But beware, dangers lurk in the depths. "ABZÛ" is from the oldest mythologies; AB,
meaning water, and ZÛ, meaning to know. ABZÛ is the ocean of wisdom.
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Title: ABZU
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Giant Squid
Publisher:
505 Games
Release Date: 2 Aug, 2016
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7, 64-bit
Processor: 3.0GHz CPU Dual Core
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: Geforce GTX 750 / Radeon R7 260X
DirectX: Version 11
Storage: 6 GB available space
Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

English,French,Italian,German,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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This has been sitting in my library for 2 weeks, I finally decided to play it. Absolutely beautiful game!! Feels like a real living
breathing world so much going on so many fish I dunno how it runs so smooth. I love the meditation mode too. Like a living
ocean screensaver. Great for a projector gives life to the room. Absolutely no regrets buying this. Kids love it too!! Get it it's
more then a game it's an experience.
Hopefully they make a part 2 and this would be absolutely phenomenal on VR.. I bought the game during sale and after playing
it, I am confident to say that I would've also paid full price for this short, but excellent experience.. its 1.40h gameplay + 20 min
credits on the end which you cant stop. Beautifull game but design is not everytching game need to have a story! and this one
dont have it what is making it really boring. My only feeling was: when it will finally end!? Dont take me wrong design is
fantastic! but thats IT!!??. Buy just in sale as this game is not worth full price. I feel a bit sad as makers put to it a lot of
effort....:(. Save yourself some money and just watch a YT playthrough.. Absolutely beautiful, immersive and relaxing
adventure. Pure work of art.
9\/10. One of the most beautiful I've ever played...
The low poly graphics just adds to its calmness, the controls are fluid and the way the game progresses is just WOW!!
Worth buying, but if you are scared of deep sea, you might want to give it a second thought.. I must be getting older.
Time spent playing video games these days is time I value for its ability to offer experiences that I can't get anywhere else.
Abzu, the game from some of the same creators involved in Journey, was a perfectly peaceful way to spend my time. Swimming
into the seaweed-decked arenas and hunting for things to do was charming at first. But "hunting for things to do" eventually
became a bit of a disappointment as I found that there wasn't really that much to do throughout the length of the game. The
gameplay loop is incredibly shallow (no pun intended), and the variety of the areas that I was exploring was only enough to keep
my interest in certain ways. So while the art, the music, and the underwater theme all combined to make something that's very
pretty to look at, they gave me nothing more than a passing reason to stop and take it in.
Ultimately I found that I felt I had done the same thing before with Journey, and was more interested in that gameplay and
world than the watery one of Abzu. No cooperative aspect, no real puzzles, and exploration that sought to soothe rather than
reward meant that I spent the length of Abzu hoping for it to expand its focus, and wound up continually disappointed.
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The scenes are precisely and beautifully made into the immersive journey.. A little gem, I have been wanting it for quite a while
and I am glad I now got it! It's a peculiar but stunning game, extremely relaxing to play, with no dialogue but a little yet
meaningful (and poetic!) plot to figure out on your own while exploring the ocean. It has wonderful visuals and a stunning
soundtrack. If stressed, or just in need to have some stress free good time, play it. Trust me, you will not be disappointed..
maybe the coolest game ever?
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